
Eagle Excellence Everyday #EEE
Classroom Office Cafeteria Hallways Library Commons Gym Arrival / 

Departure

Show Respect

*Use appropriate and positive 
language                   *Listen 
when others are speaking and 
speak when it is your turn                  
*Respect others, all staff 
and property                       
*Respect personal space

*Report to the desk and 
address the staff 
politely                           
*Wait quietly                                     
*Use please, thank you, 
excuse me, yes, ma'm 
and no ma'm

*Use appropriate and 
positivew language                 
*Use an inside voice 
while visiting                   
*Use good manners                             
*Follow all staff 
directions the first 
time given                       
*Respect personal 
space

*Walk quietly                     
*Respect all hallway 
displays              
*Respect personal space                    
*Use an inside voice

*No food or drinks 
*Take care of your 
books                         
*Use your time wisely

*Follow all staff 
directions the first 
time given                      
*Use appropriate and 
positive language                      
*Respect personal 
space

*Follow all staff 
directions the first 
time given                   
*Use appropriate and 
positive language                                 
*Respect others, all 
staff and property                       
*Respect  personal 
space

*Use appropriate 
and positive lanage                          
*Remove hats and 
oods upon arrival                 
*Follow all staff 
directions the first 
time given                       
* Respect personal 
space

Observe Safety

*Keep hands, feet, and 
objects to yourself                      
*Use classroom materials for 
the appropriate purpose                     
*Social Distance when 
possible                              
*Wash hands often

*Wait patiently while 
sitting or standing in one 
place                      
*Social Distance when 
possible                              
*Wash hands often

*Get permission to 
leave your table                      
*Keep hands, feet, and 
objects to yourself                       
*Social Distance when 
possible                              
*Wash hands often

*Keep hands, feet, and 
objects to yourself                       
*Social Distance when 
possible                              
*Wash hands often

*Keep hands, feet, and 
objects to yourself                      
*Wait patiently in an 
orderly line to check 
out books                     
*Social Distance when 
possible                              
*Wash hands often

*Keep hands, feet, and 
objects to yourself                      
*Use game equipment 
and materials properly                    
*Enter and Exit in an 
orderly fashion                                   
*Social Distance when 
possible                              
*Wash hands often

*Keep hands, feet, and 
objects to yourself                      
*Use game equipment 
and materials properly                    
*Enter and Exit in an 
orderly fashion                                   
*Social Distance when 
possible                              
*Wash hands often

*Cross at the 
cross-walk                 
*Stay on the 
sidewalk                                  
*Keep hands, feet, 
and objects to 
yourself                               
*Social Distance 
when possible                              
*Wash hands often    

Accept 
Responsibility

*Follow all staff directions 
the first time given                                
*Take care of your personal 
belongings and clean up after 
yourself                       *Give 
your best effort                       
*Be prepared

*Tell the truth                        
*Take ownership                         
*Accept consequences 
for negative behavior 
without arguing

*Keep all food on the 
tray                                 
*Clean up after 
yourself                       
*Follow establish 
procedures

*Report problems to a 
staff member               
*Go directly to and from 
your destination                        
*Obtain a pass before 
leaving your classroom

*Get a book quickly and 
quietly                                 
* Return to your 
classroom immediately 
after checking out a 
book

*Report disturbances, 
accidents and injuries 
to staff members                                
*Follow establish 
procedures                       
*Listen for directions

*Report disturbances, 
accidents and injuries 
to staff members                                
*Follow establish 
procedures                       
*Give your best effort                            
* Be prepared

*Go directly to the 
cafeteria, hallway, 
or gym (arrival)                       
*Follow established 
procedures 
(including bus 
riders)

Resolve 
Conflict

*Remain Calm                        
*State the Problem                         
*Accept responsibility                         
*Take steps to fix the 
problem                        
*Agree on a solution                  
*Follow through

*Remain Calm                        
*State the Problem                         
*Accept responsibility                         
*Take steps to fix the 
problem                        
*Agree on a solution                  
*Follow through

*Remain Calm                        
*State the Problem                         
*Accept responsibility                         
*Take steps to fix the 
problem                        
*Agree on a solution                  
*Follow through

*Remain Calm                        
*State the Problem                         
*Accept responsibility                         
*Take steps to fix the 
problem                        
*Agree on a solution                  
*Follow through

*Remain Calm                        
*State the Problem                         
*Accept responsibility                         
*Take steps to fix the 
problem                        
*Agree on a solution                  
*Follow through

*Remain Calm                        
*State the Problem                         
*Accept responsibility                         
*Take steps to fix the 
problem                        
*Agree on a solution                  
*Follow through

*Remain Calm                        
*State the Problem                         
*Accept responsibility                         
*Take steps to fix the 
problem                        
*Agree on a solution                  
*Follow through

*Remain Calm                        
*State the Problem                         
*Accept 
responsibility                         
*Take steps to fix 
the problem                        
*Agree on a solution                  
*Follow through

Eagle Excellence means BEING A GOOD CITIZEN and BEING AN UPSTANDER!


